
V E G A 
THE WORLD’S MOST BEAUTIFUL LIGHTING



To be human is to be curious, to push the boundaries of discovery and to 
want to know more - why are we here? What else is out there? The fascination 
which started The Vega Collection began with these philosophical notions. 

Indeed, this collection is about space and astronomy, but it is about more 
than just stars and planets; it is a scrapbook of human discovery; the early 
ideas of space that bewitched our ancestors with its greatness through to the 
discoveries allowed by modern day technological advances. The same view 
of the heavens has been observed by human eyes for centuries gone by and 
although we now understand more, the quietening vastness of space has an 
unchanged spellbinding power.

Vega is a celebration of all that surrounds us and its hypnotic effect. The 
collection’s creation desires the same impact- bringing this concept indoors 
and enveloping you in tranquillity and quiet with timeless looks that do not 
answer to fashion.

To view the full technical information for any of these designs and to view 
our entire product range, please visit our website at www.bella-figura.com

V E G A
COLLECTION
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Lyra is the constellation that hosts the star Vega from which our collection gets its name. This 
chandelier exudes feminine appeal with glass petals fashioned into shapes reminiscent of an 

ancient lyre, a stringed instrument known in Latin as ‘Lyra’.

LYRA

LYRA CHANDELIER
CL802-100

SATIN & POLISHED GOLD
100CM [39.4”] DIAMETER X 52CM [20.5”] HEIGHT
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HERSCHEL

HERSCHEL WALL LIGHT
WL805

ALABASTER & BRUSHED GOLD
18CM [7.1”] WIDE X 42CM [16.5”] HIGH X 10CM [3.9”] DEEP 

The Herschel series pays homage to British astronomer, Sir William Herschel who is credited 
with the discovery of Uranus and its two moons during his many studies of the heavens. This 
sleek triple pendant is beautifully complemented by its wall light counterpart; the parred 
back detailing of this series lets the effortless charm of the alabaster shades do all the talking.

HERSCHEL CHANDELIER
CL805

ALABASTER & BRONZE
148CM [58.3”] WIDE X 34CM [13.4”] HIGH X 19CM [7.5”] DEEP
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SOL 

Humans have long illustrated the sun with a simplified image of a central circle surrounded 
by lines as rays which frame it. Sol, which takes its name from a sun god, plays on this 
universally recognised symbol for the Sun with arms that project out from a central point, 
each ending with a piece of hand-blown flared glass. A simple but joyful piece especially 

designed to suit those with low ceilings.  

SOL
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SOL 2 WALL LIGHT
WL804-2

ALABASTER & BRONZE 
18.7CM [7.4”] WIDE X 44.3CM [17.4”] HIGH X 12.1CM [4.8”] DEEP

SOL 3 WALL LIGHT
WL804-3

ALABASTER & BRUSHED GOLD
39CM [15.4”] WIDE X 39.5CM [15.6”] HIGH X 12.1CM [4.8”] DEEP

SOL CHANDELIER
CL804-100 

SATIN & ANTIQUE BRUSHED BRASS
100CM [39.4”] DIAMETER X 8.6CM [3.4”] HIGH



JOVE

This enchanting pendant light is striking on the eye and by Jove, we love it. Jove gains its 
name from the earlier name for the sovereign deity Jupiter, but it is not only in name that 
our Jupiter and Jove pendants mirror each other. Both styles are carved from a solid block 
of alabaster and once the shape is revealed, so too is the intricate network of veins which 
weave their way through this rock. Alabaster has a smooth appearance which possesses 
dreamlike qualities when lit due to the varying degrees of translucency in the mineral veins, 
these natural characteristics deliver a captivating aura and a luxurious warm glow which 

elevates any space.

JOVE PENDANT
CL809

ALABASTER & POLISHED GOLD
36.5CM [14.4”] DIAMETER X 31CM [12.2”] HIGH
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JUPITER

Jupiter represents an authentic connection with the heavenly bodies which are granted the 
names of ancient deities and symbolize immense power and greatness. This showstopping 
alabaster pendant glows hypnotically in genuine likeness to the largest planet in our solar 
system, Jupiter. The options are endless with this series, we offer 2 standard sizes; both a 
generous open bottomed ceiling light which is truly spectacular and a dainty, miniature globe 
pendant which is enclosed at the base and can be styled as a single pendant or a cluster for 

big impact.
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JUPITER MINI CLUSTER
CL808-5

ALABASTER & BRUSHED DARK BRONZE 
39CM [15.4”] DIAMETER

JUPITER MINI PENDANT
CL808-SM

ALABASTER & BRUSHED GOLD
14CM [5.5”] DIAMETER X 25CM [9.8”] HIGH

JUPITER PENDANT
CL808-LA

ALABASTER & BRUSHED DARK BRONZE
25CM [9.8”] WIDE X 35CM [13.8”] HIGH





ROSETTA

Plates of embossed and gently bubbled glass create the angular but feminine form of 
Rosetta. This design has been inspired by the finely tuned Rosetta space probe which is 
slight and dainty in appearance. Echoing this lithe feat of engineering we created our Rosetta 
series with a minimum height under 30cm which makes it ideal for low ceilings and with four 

standard sizes on offer it is highly flexible for both grand and petite spaces.

ROSETTA

ROSETTA CHANDELIER
CL803-100

BUBBLED CLEAR & ANTIQUE BRUSHED BRASS
100CM [39.4”] DIAMETER X 18.2CM [7.2”] HIGH

ROSETTA WALL LIGHT
WL803

BUBBLED CLEAR & BRUSHED GOLD
24.5CM [9.6”] WIDE X 18CM [7.1”] HIGH X 9.3CM [3.7”] DEEP
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AURORA

An ode to the great phenomenon of the night sky, The Northern Lights. The Aurora chandelier 
is composed of two undulating layers of glass that dance back and forth. Each glass drop is 
embossed with a swirling pattern highlighted by top mounted LEDs which work to echo the 

spectral display of Aurora Borealis and create this serene wonder.

AURORA CHANDELIER
CL806

CLEAR WITH SATIN & ANTIQUE BRUSHED BRASS
160CM [63”] WIDE X 40CM [15.7”] HIGH X 70CM [27.6”] DEEP 
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MAGNETAR

MAGNETAR CHANDELIER
CL807

SATIN & BRUSHED DARK BRONZE
84CM [33.1”] DIAMETER X 20CM [7.9”] HIGH

Vega’s most daring design, the Magnetar ceiling light is the consequence of the discovery of 
a neutron star of the same name, a star which possess’ powerful magnetic fields. The hand 
moulded glass fins visually represent the pulsating radio bursts emitted by this star. Unlike 
anything Bella Figura has ever created, this sculptural light conceals an integrated LED light 

source which emanates an ethereal glow from within.
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MANTLE

The Mantle series is a celebration of our unique, life bearing planet. The pattern embossed on 
the Mantle glass is reminiscent of the Earth’s crust with rocklike peaks and troughs covering 
the entire surface. When the integrated LEDs are illuminated the relief print comes to life, 
highlighting the crests of the craggy surface and throwing the valleys into shadow. This piece 

brings a touch of theatre with simultaneous quiet intrigue.
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MANTLE PENDANT
CL810-PEN

 CLEAR SATIN & BRUSHED GOLD
31CM [12.2”] WIDE X 31CM [12.2”] HIGH X 3.6CM [1.4”] DEEP

MANTLE WALL LIGHT
WL810

CLEAR SATIN & BRUSHED DARK BRONZE
30CM [11.8”] WIDE X 30.5CM [12”] HIGH X 7.2CM [2.8”] DEEP





ICE

ICE CHANDELIER
 

CL800-100
SATIN & BRUSHED DARK BRONZE 

100CM [39.4”] DIAMETER X 46.5CM [18.3”] HIGH

The Ice chandelier is a reinvention of one of our classics, the Icicle chandelier, which returns, 
quite literally, with a twist. The glass pendants themselves have been entirely remodelled and 
now these stalactite-esque droplets are suspended in swirling layers which install a sense of 
stillness and calm. This chandelier won its place in our Vega collection as its whirling form 

reminds us of vast rolling galaxies.
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OORT

Astronomers believe that on the edge of our solar system, exists a cloud of icy comets 
suspended in space. The stillness and serenity of this so called Oort Cloud is honoured by 

scattered bubbles frozen into glass which glitter as they catch the light in our Oort series.
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OORT WALL LIGHT
WL813

OORT GLASS & BRUSHED GOLD
9.5CM [3.7”] WIDE X 40.5CM [15.9”] HIGH X 5CM [2”] DEEP

OORT PENDANT
CL813-PEN

OORT GLASS &  BRUSHED NICKEL
9.5CM [3.7”] WIDE X 40.5CM [15.9”] HIGH X 3.5CM [1.4”] DEEP



COPERNICUS

The origin of the Copernicus series is a theory born of astronomer Nicolaus Copernicus 
who popularised the idea that the solar system was centred around the Sun not the Earth. 
The angular arms and spherical details on both the wall light and floor lamp are a playful 
expression of orbital patterns of the Solar System. The floor lamp is finished with a chic 

alabaster base that offer this sculptural piece stability with a touch of elegance.
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COPERNICUS WALL LIGHT
WL811

ALABASTER & ANTIQUE BRUSHED BRASS WITH 6” COPERNICUS SHADES
50CM [19.7”] WIDE X 35.2CM [13.9”] HIGH X 13.4CM [5.3”] DEEP

COPERNICUS FLOOR LAMP 
FL811

ALABASTER & ANTIQUE BRUSHED BRASS WITH 9” COPERNICUS SHADE
66CM [26”] DIAMETER X 165CM [65”] HIGH



SUNSHINE

With Bella Figura’s characteristic fascination with the Art Deco design movement in mind, the 
Sunshine wall lights feature a simplistic and geometric impression of sunbeams. When lit, 
these wall lights throw soft rays of light across the wall and offer a sense of cheerful glamour. 
This wall light can be completed in a single brushed finish or a combination of two to add 

extra depth to this majestic style.
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SUNSHINE LARGE WALL LIGHT
WL812-LA

BRUSHED GOLD & BRUSHED DARK BRONZE
27CM [10.6”] WIDE X 44CM [17.3”] HIGH X 7.5CM [3”] DEEP

SUNSHINE SMALL WALL LIGHT
WL812-SM

 BRUSHED GOLD
22.5CM [8.9”] WIDE X 36.5CM [14.4”] HIGH X 5.5CM [2.2”] DEEP





HALLEY

The Halley table lamp is a stylised impression of the most famous comet to grace our skies, 
Halley’s comet. This comet is a rare thing to behold but with a famous reputation for its 
everlasting presence. To honour ‘Halley’ honestly was to create a design that would stand 
the test of time, something that answers to both traditional and modern tastes in one and 

is in effect timeless.
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HALLEY TABLE LAMP
TL820

CHALK & POLISHED BRASS WITH 14” TALL DRUM SHADE
28CM [11”] DIAMETER X 50.3CM [19.8”] HIGH

HALLEY TABLE LAMP
TL820

CRACKLE & POLISHED BRASS WITH 14” TALL DRUM SHADE
28CM [11”] DIAMETER X 50.3CM [19.8”] HIGH

HALLEY TABLE LAMP
TL820

OIL & POLISHED BRASS WITH 14” TALL DRUM SHADE
28CM [11”] DIAMETER X 50.3CM [19.8”] HIGH

HALLEY TABLE LAMP
TL820

DOLOMITE & POLISHED BRASS WITH 14” TALL DRUM SHADE
28CM [11”] DIAMETER X 50.3CM [19.8”] HIGH



OPTIC

Named in reference to the starburst rays of light which crown stars in astrophotography, the 
birds eye view of our Optic table lamp reveals a superb structure which visually represents 
these light optics. Viewed from the side the visual concept which inspired this design is totally 
disguised, but this new dimension offers a totally unique play on the original inspiration and 
gives a transitional look as the ceramic fins carve out a traditional shape in an ultra-modern 
style. A triumph of this collection, the Optic table lamp makes a convincing entrance to our 

collection in three statement looks; Chalk, Jasper and Oil.
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OPTIC TABLE LAMP
TL825

CHALK & OLD ENGLISH WITH 14” TALL DRUM SHADE
31.5CM [12.4”] DIAMETER X 54.8CM [21.6”] HIGH

OPTIC TABLE LAMP
TL825

OIL & POLISHED BRASS WITH 14” TALL DRUM SHADE
31.5CM [12.4”] DIAMETER X 54.8CM [21.6”] HIGH

OPTIC TABLE LAMP
TL825

JASPER & BRONZE WITH 14” TALL DRUM SHADE
31.5CM [12.4”] DIAMETER X 54.8CM [21.6”] HIGH



VENUS

Goddess of love and beauty, Venus encompasses femininity and will bring a graceful 
presence to your interior setting. This refined sculpture is honed from solid Italian glass and 
embellished with brass fixings. We offer Venus in clear glass for a gentler aura or a satin finish 
which echoes the glowing presence of her namesake planet, the brightest object in our night 

sky beyond the Moon, a true object of desire.
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VENUS TABLE LAMP
TL814

SATIN & POLISHED BRASS WITH 9” TALL DRUM SHADE
13CM [5.1”] WIDE X 28.5CM [11.2”] HIGH X 8.5CM [3.3”] DEEP

VENUS TABLE LAMP
TL814

CLEAR & POLISHED BRASS WITH 9” TALL DRUM SHADE
13CM [5.1”] WIDE X 28.5CM [11.2”] HIGH X 8.5CM [3.3”] DEEP



GIBBOUS

There is no celestial body as prominent in the night sky than our humble Moon, its faithful 
presence is one we consider with wonderment and awe. The Gibbous table lamp is made in 
tribute to the mysterious spirit of our lunar companion; a generous hand-blown glass body in 
three shadowy tones paired with a textured and gilded neck which echoes the rocky surface 
of The Moon. Owed to its flattened form and slim oval lampshade, Gibbous is perfectly suited 

to console tables and narrower spaces.
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GIBBOUS TABLE LAMP
TL815

MAHOGANY & ANTIQUE GOLD WITH 16” STRAIGHT OVAL SHADE
28CM [15.4”] WIDE X 47.7CM [“] HIGH X 14CM [5.5“] DEEP 

GIBBOUS TABLE LAMP
TL815

MIDNIGHT & ANTIQUE GOLD WITH 16” STRAIGHT OVAL SHADE
28CM [15.4”] WIDE X 47.7CM [“] HIGH X 14CM [5.5“] DEEP 

GIBBOUS TABLE LAMP
TL815

EMBER & ANTIQUE GOLD WITH 16” STRAIGHT OVAL SHADE
28CM [15.4”] WIDE X 47.7CM [“] HIGH X 14CM [5.5“] DEEP 





VORTEX

Each Vortex table lamp is a unique art form. No two pieces are exactly the same, owing 
its sculptural form to a completely handmade, mould-free creation which allows for 
the unconstrained formation of each lamp’s graceful twists and folds. We find ourselves 
entranced by the frozen fluidity of the Vortex glass, which evokes contemplation with its 

extraordinary beauty.

VORTEX
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VORTEX TABLE LAMP
TL816

MIDNIGHT & WITH 10” DRUM SHADE
12CM [4.7”] DIAMETER X 35.4CM [13.9”] HIGH

VORTEX TABLE LAMP
TL816

BALLET & WITH 10” DRUM SHADE
12CM [4.7”] DIAMETER X 35.4CM [13.9”] HIGH

VORTEX TABLE LAMP
TL816

 CELESTE & WITH 10” DRUM SHADE
12CM [4.7”] DIAMETER X 35.4CM [13.9”] HIGH

VORTEX TABLE LAMP
TL816

CLEAR & WITH 10” DRUM SHADE
12CM [4.7”] DIAMETER X 35.4CM [13.9”] HIGH

VORTEX TABLE LAMP
TL816

INDIGO & WITH 10” DRUM SHADE
12CM [4.7”] DIAMETER X 35.4CM [13.9”] HIGH

VORTEX TABLE LAMP
TL816

AMBER & WITH 10” DRUM SHADE
12CM [4.7”] DIAMETER X 35.4CM [13.9”] HIGH

VORTEX TABLE LAMP
TL816

ROSALINE & WITH 10” DRUM SHADE
12CM [4.7”] DIAMETER X 35.4CM [13.9”] HIGH



An ode to the deity, Athena, a goddess of wisdom and craft. This contemporary model is 
styled on the traditional form of a Greek amphora with exaggerated, angular arms in stark 
contrast to its rounded body. Athena is an adaptable statement piece which possesses the 
ability to claim focus or quietly set the tone of its setting depending upon the selection of 

finishes.

ATHENA
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ATHENA TABLE LAMP
TL823

 DAPPLE GREY & POLISHED BRASS WITH 13” WALTON SHADE 
20.5CM [8.1”] DIAMETER X 46.3CM [18.2”] HIGH

ATHENA TABLE LAMP
TL823

 JASPER & OLD ENGLISH WITH 13” WALTON SHADE 
20.5CM [8.1”] DIAMETER X 46.3CM [18.2”] HIGH



ATHENA

An ode to the deity, Athena, a goddess of wisdom and craft. This contemporary model is 
styled on the traditional form of a Greek amphora with exaggerated, angular arms in stark 
contrast to its rounded body. Athena is an adaptable statement piece which possesses the 
ability to claim focus or quietly set the tone of its setting depending upon the selection of 

finishes.
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ATHENA TABLE LAMP
TL823

 CRACKLE & OLD ENGLISH  WITH 12” TALL DRUM SHADE 
20.5CM [8.1”] DIAMETER X 46.3CM [18.2”] HIGH

ATHENA TABLE LAMP
TL823

 TABASCO & POLISHED BRASS WITH 12” TALL DRUM SHADE 
20.5CM [8.1”] DIAMETER X 46.3CM [18.2”] HIGH

ATHENA TABLE LAMP
TL823

 STARRY SKY & BRONZE WITH 12” TALL DRUM SHADE 
20.5CM [8.1”] DIAMETER X 46.3CM [18.2”] HIGH



AMPHORA

The Amphora table lamp pays homage to ancient civilisations who bestowed the names of 
their gods and goddesses on some of the celestial bodies we can witness with the naked 
eye. The naming of these astronomical discoveries gives them personified characteristics 
which in turn gave us inspiration for a number of the works included in this collection. An 
Amphora, chic and strong in silhouette, was often rewarded to victors in contests such as the 
Panathenaic games, thus the symbol of praise we chose to honour these ancient discoveries.

AMPHORA TABLE LAMP
TL824

 TABASCO & BRONZE WITH 13 ” TALL DRUM SHADE 
21.5CM [8.5”] DIAMETER X 57.8CM [22.8”] HIGH

AMPHORA TABLE LAMP
TL824

 JASPER & POLISHED BRASS WITH 13 ” WALTON SHADE 
21.5CM [8.5”] DIAMETER X 57.8CM [22.8”] HIGH

AMPHORA

AMPHORA TABLE LAMP
TL824

 DAPPLE GREY & POLISHED BRASS WITH 13 ” TALL DRUM SHADE 
21.5CM [8.5”] DIAMETER X 57.8CM [22.8”] HIGH

AMPHORA TABLE LAMP
TL824

 STARRY SKY & BRONZE WITH 13 ” WALTON SHADE 
21.5CM [8.5”] DIAMETER X 57.8CM [22.8”] HIGH

AMPHORA TABLE LAMP
TL824

 CRACKLE & OLD ENGLISH WITH 13 ” TALL DRUM SHADE 
21.5CM [8.5”] DIAMETER X 57.8CM [22.8”] HIGH
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CHANDRA

Styled in the same visual language as Hubble, Chandra marks another voyage of discovery- 
a mission to uncover the universe using X-Rays by the Chandra X-Ray Observatory. The 
mesmerizing images sent back from the space probe capture far off whirling galaxies, eddying 
and spiralling whilst seeming completely motionless, a concept we chose to encapsulate with 

this mini-series of ceramic table lamps.

HUBBLE

The undulating contours of this table lamp are reminiscent of the 1995 photo “Pillars of 
Creation” taken by The Hubble Space Telescope, an image that is mesmerizingly out of this 

world. Statuesque and certain, this design is not one to blend in.
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CHANDRA LARGE TABLE LAMP
TL817-LA

WARM WHITE & BRONZE WITH 20” STRAIGHT OVAL SHADE
39.5CM [15.6”] WIDE X 49.8CM [19.6”] HIGH X 11CM [4.3”] DEEP

CHANDRA SMALL TABLE LAMP
TL817-SM

WARM WHITE & BRONZE WITH 15” STRAIGHT OVAL SHADE
34CM [13.4”] WIDE X 39.8CM [15.7”] HIGH X 11CM [4.3”] DEEP

HUBBLE TABLE LAMP
TL818

WARM WHITE & POLISHED BRASS WITH 20” STRAIGHT OVAL SHADE
35CM [13.8”] WIDE X 60.8CM [23.9“] HIGH X 13CM [5.1”] DEPTH



ASTER

ASTER TABLE LAMP
TL821

 CHALK & POLISHED BRASS WITH 10” TALL DRUM SHADE
21CM [8.3”] DIAMETER X 34.8CM [13.7”] HIGH

Aster simply aims to encapsulate the raw purity of an asteroid, small and mighty. Done so in 
a stylistic approach which, replaces rocky textures with whirling folds, this smart and petite 
character is refined and easy to set down in your interior setting. Aster’s smaller size and soft 

form makes it perfect for bedside areas and tighter spaces.

ASTER TABLE LAMP
TL821

 JASPER & BRONZE WITH 10” TALL DRUM SHADE
21CM [8.3”] DIAMETER X 34.8CM [13.7”] HIGH
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BOLIDE

Aster’s bigger brother, Bolide, is a model conceptionally based upon a giant meteor often 
seen as a fireball as it glides through the atmosphere like a missile. The core silhouette is 

decorated with rippling fins which offer subtle structure to an attractively organic form.

BOLIDE TABLE LAMP
TL822

 CHALK & BRONZE WITH 12” TALL DRUM SHADE
22.5CM [8.6”] DIAMETER X 47.3CM [18.6”] HIGH

BOLIDE TABLE LAMP
TL822

 JASPER & OLD ENGLISH WITH 12” PLEATED TALL DRUM SHADE
22.5CM [8.6”] DIAMETER X 47.3CM [18.6”] HIGH
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STELLAR

STELLAR TABLE LAMP
TL819

CHALK & BRONZE WITH 18” STRAIGHT OVAL SHADE
34CM [13.4”] WIDE X 53.8CM [21.1”] HIGH X 12.5CM [4.9”] DEEP

We mark the song of the stars with the Stellar table lamp- a symphony of stellar sound waves 
comprised of the deep bass voices of larger stars and the higher pitches of the smaller stars. 
But this is a private concert, silent to the human ear and that we must translate through their 

waves, a pattern visually represented by this silhouette.

STELLAR TABLE LAMP
TL819

JASPER & OLD ENGLISH WITH 18” STRAIGHT OVAL SHADE
34CM [13.4”] WIDE X 53.8CM [21.1”] HIGH X 12.5CM [4.9”] DEEP
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SIGNAL

We may not know what or who is out there in the great expanse of space, but humankind has 
employed many means to try and uncover these unknowns. This pillar-like table lamp pays 
tribute to the signals released and listened for by astronomers which cross unfathomable 
distances bringing Earth tiny pieces of a giant puzzle. This matrix of signals is represented by 
repeating furrows which pulse sideways in a matched tempo creating a rich texture on the 
surface of this table lamp, the scores of which fall into contrasting highlights and shadows 

as the light is turned on.

SIGNAL TABLE LAMP
TL826

 CHALK & BRONZE WITH 12” TALL DRUM SHADE
16.5CM [6.5”] DIAMETER X 50.8CM [20”] HIGH
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CONTACT / VISIT US

We would love to host you at our flagship showroom, located at the heart of Design Centre Chelsea Harbour. 
Please get in touch with us to arrange a visit, or just to talk to one of our Sales team.

LONDON SHOWROOM
G24 Ground Floor, Centre Dome
Chelsea Harbour Design Centre
Lots Road, Chelsea
London SW10 0XE
Tel: +44 (0)207 376 4564
showroom@bella-figura.com

UK SOUTHERN AREA SALES MANAGER
Tom Perry
Southern England & Wales
Tel: 07927 549611
tom@bella-figura.com

UK NORTHERN AREA SALES MANAGER
Chris Gilbert
Northern England, Scotland,
Northern Ireland & Eire
Tel: 07734 391595
chris@bella-figura.com

WAREHOUSE & WORKSHOP
Unit 17 Clopton Park
Woodbridge
Suffolk IP13 6QT
Tel: +44 (0)139 433 7512

EUROPE & REST OF THE WORLD SALES
Hannah Kick
European & ROW Export Sales Manager
Mobile Number: +44 (0)792 754 9613
hannah@bella-figura.com
export@bella-figura.com

GERMANY & AUSTRIA SALES
Wolfgang & Till Simons GBR
Simons Concepts
Hirtenweg 14
82031 Gruenwald
Germany
Tel: Till +49 (0)176 6463 5014
Mobile Number: Wolfgang +49 (0)171 763 1551
till.simons@simons-concepts.de
ws@simons-concepts.com

NORTH AMERICA SALES
Veronica Felstead-Todd
VP North & Central America
Houston, Texas
Tel: 832-296-5015
veronica@bella-figura.com
usa@bella-figura.com

For details of your nearest showroom in North 
America please see our website 
www.bella-figura.com
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